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Abstract—Films elicit emotions in viewers by infusing the story they tell with an affective character or tone—i.e., in a word, a mood. Considerable effort has been made recently to develop computational methods to estimate affective content in film. However, these efforts have focused almost exclusively on style-based features while neglecting to consider different scene types separately. In this study, we investigated the quantitative determinants of film mood across scenes classified by their setting and use of sounds. We examined whether viewers could assess film mood directly in terms of hedonic tone, energetic arousal, and tense arousal; whether their mood ratings differed by scene type; and how various narrative and stylistic film attributes as well as low- and high-level computational features related to the ratings. We found that the viewers were adept at assessing film mood, that sound-based scene classification brought out differences in the mood ratings, and that the low- and high-level features related to different mood dimensions. The study showed that computational film mood estimation can benefit from scene type classification and the use of both low- and high-level features. We have made our clip assessment and annotation data as well as the extracted computational features publicly available.

Index Terms—Film, affect, mood, style, content-based analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the amount of digitally available film material grows, so does the need for description methods that can help viewers make informed choices based on their preferences. Currently, viewers rely on such information as genre, actors, and critical reviews. These descriptors, though useful, fail to account for the fact that film is, above all, an affective art form that seeks to elicit emotions in viewers [1]. A description of a film’s affective content would therefore be a helpful guide for viewers. It would inform them whether the film is happy, sad, or anything in between; whether it seeks to excite, humor, or startle; whether it is tonally consistent or varied.

Human assessments of the affective content of films are both resource-intensive to collect and prone to subjective bias. For these reasons, the description would ideally be performed automatically, based on computational analysis of the film’s audiovisual data. Indeed, recent years have seen a number of studies (see [2] for a summary) that seek to develop computational methods to describe the affective content of film scenes. Most of these studies define affective content in terms of the viewer’s affective state or emotional response (e.g., [3]–[5]). Some, however, focus on the perceived affective expression inherent in the film itself (e.g., [6]–[8]). The distinction is important, since viewers’ emotional responses are highly personal [5] and therefore difficult to estimate computationally. On the other hand, viewers tend to be in closer agreement about their perceptions of a film’s affective intent than their emotional responses to it [9]; for example, they can recognize a horror film’s intent to be scary even when they are not personally scared by the film. For this reason, a definition of affective content based on viewers’ perceptions of the film, and not their personal emotional responses to it, is better suited for computational analysis. Combined with information about a given viewer’s personal preferences, such a description of a film’s objective affective content could also be used to estimate the film’s subjective effect on the viewer [8]. To avoid confusion, affective content defined as the film’s affective character, atmosphere, or tone can simply be called the film’s mood [10], [11].

In order to be useful in the general case, a computational descriptor of film mood has to work with different types of content. A common way to classify films is by genre, such as action, comedy, and horror. Since human-created genre labels are not always available or reliable, the classification would ideally be based on features detected directly from the film material. However, computational genre classification has proven difficult, one reason being that films, not to mention individual scenes, do not fit neatly into discrete genres. Scene type, on the other hand, is a potentially more useful classification criterion, especially since the analysis is typically carried out on the scene level. Scene type can be expected to affect the optimal selection and weighting of computational features for mood estimation. For example, dialogue features (e.g., [12]) can be expected to be more relevant in dialogue scenes than action scenes. Scene location, time, characters, and dialogue were recently shown to be feasible in video summarization [13], but the use of such information as a prior in computational estimation of affect in film has not been investigated.

In this study, we investigate the quantitative determinants of film mood; that is, the various measurable factors—both human-rated attributes and automatically detected computational features—that affect the mood of different types of film scenes. To this end, we carried out two user studies. In the first, we investigated whether viewers could assess film mood directly in terms of various dimensions (e.g., positiveness and tenseness) in order to facilitate the collection of mood assessments for a large set of film clips. We also examined the general influence of two narrative attribute groups (events and speech) and two stylistic attribute groups (visual and auditory style) on film mood. Based on our findings, we created a more extensive set of 50 film clips representing various typical film.
scenes manually classified according to four criteria (location, time of day, and the use of music and dialogue). With these clips, we conducted a second user study in which we collected ratings of film mood and individual stylistic attributes for each clip. We then investigated whether the mood ratings differed across scene types, and how the stylistic attributes as well as various computational features correlated with the ratings.

We sought to answer the following research questions:

1) Do indirect and direct assessments of film mood produce similar results?
2) How do different groups of narrative and stylistic film attributes influence mood ratings?
3) Do mood ratings differ across scene types?
4) How do various stylistic attributes and computational features correlate with mood ratings across scene types?

The study contributes to recent work on film affect in affective computing [2] and cognitive film studies [14] in three ways. First, it provides insight into film mood assessment methods. It also illustrates the comparative influence of narrative and style on film mood. Lastly, it shows the benefit of scene type classification and the use of high-level features in computational mood estimation.

The article is organized as follows. The narrative and stylistic attributes of film that inform our selection of scene types and computational features are discussed in Section II. Low- and high-level computational features that can be used in mood estimation are discussed in Section III. Our approach to scene classification is covered in Section IV. Our two user studies are detailed in Section V, and the methods used to process the data by statistical and computational means in Section VI. Results are presented in Section VII and discussed in Section VIII. Conclusions are drawn in Section IX.

II. NARRATIVE AND STYLISTIC ATTRIBUTES OF FILM

In their classic film studies textbook Film Art: An Introduction [15], Bordwell & Thompson identify two important categories of film attributes: narrative and stylistic. Narrative attributes are related to the film’s story, and stylistic attributes to the use of various film techniques (e.g. camera movement) to tell the story. In other words, narrative attributes involve what happens in the film, while stylistic attributes involve the ways in which the narrative is expressed through film style.

We discuss common narrative and stylistic attributes of film in Sections II-A and II-B. We then discuss their relation to film mood in Section II-C and methods of mood assessment in Section II-D. In accordance with the scope of the study, we limit our discussion to attributes occurring on the scene level.

A. Narrative attributes

In mainstream films [16], “the action will spring primarily from individual characters as causal agents” [15, p. 94]. In other words, characters carry the narrative, supplying story information and driving the plot forward. From this viewpoint, we can distinguish between two groups of character-centric narrative attributes: events and speech. The former group encompasses various types of action, such as running, sleeping, etc. The latter group involves the communication of narrative information through spoken language, typically dialogue or voice-over narration. Indeed, the traditional film screenplay format provides just this kind of separation of the narrative into visible events and audible speech [17].

The traditional screenplay format also provides a third relevant group of narrative attributes: the setting, which describes when and where the action takes place [17]. In a typical screenplay, each scene description begins with single-word indications of the scene’s location and time: “int” for an interior scene or “ext” for an exterior scene, and “day” or “night” to indicate the time of day.

B. Stylistic attributes

The stylistic attributes of film are related to specific techniques, such as cinematography or editing [15]. As such, they are often grouped by their modality into visual (image-related) and auditory (sound-related) attributes. Visual attributes include those related to elements in front of the camera: set design, costume, makeup, position and movement of actors, and lighting. They also include various cinematography-related features, such as camera angle, height, distance, and movement. Auditory attributes, in turn, often simply describe the stylistic use of different sound types – speech, music, and sound effects – or their perceptual properties: loudness, pitch, and timbre. Editing can involve both image and sound and can thus be considered both a visual and an auditory attribute.

The use of attributes related to specific film techniques can be useful in organizing the attributes into groups (e.g. by modality), but is not very intuitive for the average viewer with little or no knowledge of film technique. Thus, when conducting assessments of individual stylistic attributes, it is more feasible to describe them in terms of their perceptual properties [15]. For example, while viewers may not be able to pick apart various photographic techniques in an image, they can describe its brightness and colorfulness, as was shown in [18]. Also, of the three aforementioned perceptual properties of sound, the first one is certainly an intuitive concept to all viewers. Lastly, while viewers may be unable to assess the individual contributions of the music, camera, characters, an editing to a scene’s pace, they can still give a general assessment of the scene’s overall pace, i.e. its fastness, irrespective of the underlying techniques [19].

C. Relation to film mood

Previous studies have revealed relations between stylistic attributes and emotional responses with various types of media: for example, viewers’ arousal levels during viewing of still images have been shown to increase with saturation and decrease with brightness [18], and increase when motion is applied to a still image [20]. Also, valence, energetic arousal, and tense arousal ratings of music and speech have been found to be greater in the case of loud samples than quiet ones [21]. The results of our earlier preliminary study on the determinants of film mood echo these findings by indicating that stylistic attributes in particular are related to film mood [22].

Still, more empirical evidence on the topic is needed, and the aforementioned categories of narrative and style may
be helpful in this regard. Information on their comparative influence on film mood can function as a guide by identifying areas of filmmaking to focus on when estimating film mood with computational features. If, for example, it turns out that a scene’s valence is generally influenced more by narrative events than visual style, it may be feasible to focus one’s efforts on developing computational features relating to the former instead of the latter. Also, comparing the influence of narrative and stylistic attributes of film in different types of scenes (e.g., dialogue and non-dialogue scenes) may illustrate worthwhile ways of classifying scenes for mood estimation.

D. Assessment of film mood

The assessment of mood is typically carried out using so-called dimensional models of affect [23]. These models represent moods, emotions, and other types of affect as arising from overlapping dimensions of a common affective space. This space often involves a valence (or hedonic tone, HT) and an arousal dimension, where valence describes the pleasurable and arousal the alertness associated with an affect. The use of two arousal dimensions – energetic arousal (EA), from “tired” to “awake”, and tense arousal (TA), from “calm” to “tense” – was proposed in [24]. Since then, several studies have supported the dual-arousal approach (see [25] for a summary).

Though dimensional affect models are most commonly used to characterize human affects, their applicability to the assessment of the affective content of artworks has been shown with music [21]. However, since this concept of an “art mood” has only recently gained popularity in film studies [10], there is not much precedent in the use of dimensional affect models in the assessment of film mood. One exception is our earlier study [22], which used the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist [26]. In this method, mood is assessed indirectly by way of 24 descriptive terms such as “happy” and “depressed”, and the item ratings can then be transformed to mood ratings in the HT, EA, and TA dimensions. However, such indirect assessments are time-consuming to carry out since a large number of ratings need to be collected for each mood rating. This limitation has prompted us to consider whether film mood could also be assessed directly in terms of HT, EA, and TA.

III. COMPUTATIONAL FEATURES FOR MOOD ESTIMATION

The computational features that can be used to estimate affective content in film can be split into two types, low- and high-level features, based on the aspects of the film they approximate. These two feature types are introduced below in Sections III-A and III-B. The specific features we used in the current study are detailed in Sections VI-A and VI-B.

A. Low-level features

Low-level features are estimates of stylistic attributes. They approximate “any physical, quantitative aspect [of the film] that occurs regardless of the narrative” [14, p. 149]; examples of such aspects are brightness, color, and movement. Typical visual features include average brightness, shadow proportion (the proportion of brightness values below a given threshold), saturation, color energy (a feature combining brightness, saturation, color contrast, hue, and the spatial distribution of colors), shot duration, and motion (e.g., the average pixel motion across consecutive frames). Typical audio features include volume, pitch (the “highness” or “lowness” of a sound), tempo (the “fastness” of a sound), zero-crossing rate (the rate at which the value of an audio signal changes between positive and negative), and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (a representation of a signal’s short-term power spectrum). A recent summary of commonly-used low-level features is provided in [2]; the reader is referred there for details.

The computational estimation of affective content in film is typically based on low-level features because of their relative computational simplicity. However, these features are limited in their ability to estimate affective content fully since they cannot detect many of the higher-level aspects of storytelling and emotional expression in film, such as acting and use of dialogue, that contribute to the viewer’s overall impression of film mood [10]. For this reason, we also considered high-level computational features in the current study.

B. High-level features

High-level features are estimates of more complex attributes of film that cannot be defined in strictly technical terms, such as characters’ emotional expressions and dialogue contents. However, their relation to specific narrative attributes of film, such as acting, distinguishes them from features describing a film’s general aesthetics (e.g., beauty).

High-level attributes are difficult to estimate computationally since their relation to concrete, quantifiable properties of film is not straightforward. Still, recent years have seen the development of features that estimate the emotional expression in human faces, dialogue, and music, all of which are relevant in terms of a film’s affective content [27]–[29].

To mention a few publicly available state-of-the-art features in these domains: firstly, the Microsoft Cognitive Services Emotion API1 is a facial expression recognition tool that assigns each recognized face in an input image a numerical score from 0 to 1 in terms of eight emotions: neutral, anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. In dialogue sentiment analysis, which estimates the attitude of emotion expressed in written text (usually in terms of valence), the Stanford CoreNLP sentiment analysis2 is a tool based on recursive deep neural network models and a sentiment treebank [30] that places each sentence in the input text into one of five sentiment classes: very negative, negative, neutral, positive, and very positive. The IBM Watson Tone Analyzer3 is a somewhat similar tool based on the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count application [31] that assigns each sentence, and the text as a whole, a numerical score from 0 to 1 in terms of five emotions (anger, disgust, fear, joy, and sadness) as well as social tendencies and writing style. Lastly, the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) Toolbox4 [32]
for MATLAB contains a function for estimating the emotion expressed in a piece of music in terms of the HT, EA, and TA dimensions [33].

### IV. CLASSIFYING FILM SCENES

In this study, we sought to investigate whether mood ratings of film scenes, as well as their determinants, vary across scene types. To this end, in addition to analyzing all the scenes together, we also manually classified the scenes into types according to four criteria and analyzed each scene type separately.

We looked for classification criteria that are commonly used in film studies, clearly defined in terms of specific aspects of a film, and related to both narrative and stylistic attributes. Based on these aims, we classified the scenes in terms of their setting (Section IV-A) and use of sounds (Section IV-B). The classification principles are summarized in Table I.

#### A. Setting-based classification

Of the three narrative attribute groups discussed in Section II-A, we used the setting as a scene classification criterion since it separates scenes into discrete types based on location (interior/exterior) and time (day/night). The other two groups, events and speech, do not allow similarly intuitive classifications since the number of possible events or speech contents in a scene is practically infinite.

We also used the label of a mixed-location scene to denote scenes that take place both in- and outdoors (e.g. when the camera follows a character outside). If the scene contained a view of the exterior, we used the presence of sunlight to determine whether it was a day- or nighttime scene. Otherwise we determined the time of day from the scene’s context by using commonsense knowledge.

#### B. Sound-based classification

We also sought to classify scenes based on their visual and auditory style. However, the range of visual expression in an average scene is too wide for classification by visual style to be feasible. For example, a given scene is likely to contain a number of different colors, shot sizes, types of movement, etc., and so cannot easily be classified by these attributes.

Sound, however, is a more fruitful classification criterion. While Bordwell & Thompson’s three sound types – speech, music, and sound effects [15] – feature in almost all film scenes, the use of the first two, speech and music, is selective enough to allow scenes to be classified by their prominence on the soundtrack. We therefore classified the scenes based on the prominence of dialogue, i.e. whether the narrative was advanced mainly through dialogue (dialogue scenes) or other types of action (non-dialogue scenes); and the prominence of music, i.e. whether music was clearly audible during the scene’s main events (music scenes) or not (non-music scenes). The music could be either diegetic (present within the story world) or non-diegetic (overlaid soundtrack music).

Although dialogue also has a narrative function (as discussed in Section II-A), we consider it a style-based classification criterion here since our classification is not based on the contents of the dialogue but only on its prominence in a scene. Also, although Bordwell & Thompson’s definition of the “speech” sound type includes voice-over narration, we based the classification on dialogue only since dialogue unavoidably affects the use of other stylistic attributes (e.g. shot composition to keep speaking characters visible, sound editing to keep their mouths in sync with the dialogue) in a way that voice-over does not. Lastly, the concept of a “dialogue scene” is widely used in both film studies (e.g. [15], [17]) and computer science (e.g. [34], [35]), while “Speech scene” is not.

### V. DATA COLLECTION

We conducted two user studies (Sections V-A and V-B). We have made all the film style and mood data collected in the second user study publicly available (Section V-C).

#### A. Study 1

We first carried out a user study whose participants viewed a series of film clips and assessed their mood using indirect and direct methods, as well as the influence of various groups of narrative and stylistic attributes on the mood ratings.

1) Film clips: The stimulus set consisted of 12 film clips between 1–2.5 minutes in duration (Table II), for a total duration of 22 minutes. They were taken from our earlier set of 14 clips, whose selection process is detailed in [22]. The clips were from mainstream films made between 1958 and 2009. Each clip contained a complete scene that could be understood without knowledge of the preceding events.

Clip 7 contained French dialogue and was presented with English subtitles; the other clips were in English and presented unsubtitled. The clips were obtained from DVD discs. Dialogue volume levels were normalized across the clips.

2) Participants: Seven participants (two women, five men) took part in the study. They were recruited personally and given a verbal description of the study. They reported to be fluent in English and to have adequate visual acuity for the task. We had previously found [22] that film expertise (defined as having studied film and/or having filmmaking experience)
had no effect on film style and mood ratings. We therefore did not determine the participants’ level of film expertise.

3) Design and procedure: The study was carried out in a one-hour-long session. At the beginning of the session, the participants were given a tutorial on the assessments. They were then shown the set of 12 film clips in the order given in Table II, assessing each clip immediately after viewing. The participants had three minutes to assess each clip. The assessments for each clip were as follows:

1) Indirect assessment of the mood of the clip (24 items)
2) Direct assessment of the mood of the clip (3 items)
3) Assessment of the influence of various attribute groups on mood ratings (12 items)

The indirect assessment of mood was carried out using the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist [26] comprising 24 items. The direct assessment, in turn, was carried out using three continuous scales, one for each mood dimension (HT, EA, and TA). On each scale, the participants marked the point that best represented the clip’s mood in terms of that dimension. The scales spanned a range from “negative” to “positive” (HT), “sleepy” to “energetic” (EA), and “calm” to “tense” (TA) [24]. The midpoint of each scale was marked “neutral”. We did not use the more common term “tired” to designate the low end of the EA scale to avoid the term’s negative association with boring or old-fashioned material. The participants were instructed to use the full width of the scales and to interpret the dimensions according to their personal criteria.

In the direct mood assessment, the participants were also asked to rate the influence of two narrative attribute groups (events and speech, Section II-A) and two stylistic attribute groups (visual style and use of sounds, Section II-B) on each of the three mood dimensions. The influence of each attribute group was rated on a discrete scale from 1 to 3 (1 = no influence, 2 = some influence, 3 = strong influence). We used a simple three-step scale due to the participants’ presumed unfamiliarity with the assessments.

We selected two groups from both attribute categories, narrative and stylistic, to have both categories evenly represented in the study. The included attribute groups and their descriptions in the questionnaire are summarized in Table III. In the questionnaire, the groups were presented without the category labels. Though the description of the stylistic attribute group “sounds” could also include dialogue as a stylistic device alongside the other sound types, we chose not to include it here to avoid confusion with the narrative attribute group “speech”, which pertains to the contents of the dialogue and voice-over in the scene.

B. Study 2

Based on the results of Study 1, we conducted a second user study with a more extensive set of 50 film clips representing various scene types. The participants assessed the clips according to film mood and stylistic attributes. We then analyzed the mood ratings across scene types, as well as their correlations with stylistic attributes and computational features. A preliminary presentation of Study 2 and its results was previously provided in [36].

1) Film clips: The stimulus set consisted of 50 film clips between 0.5–3 minutes in duration (Table IV), for a total duration of 72 minutes. Each clip again contained a complete scene. The clips were taken from popular mainstream Hollywood films, with an average of 288,817 IMDb ratings and a mean rating of 7.46/10. The films were made between 1980 and 2009, representing the so-called modern blockbuster era of film [16]. Mainstream films of this era have been characterized by two general aspects. The first is an adherence to the so-called classical Hollywood style of filmmaking, whose characteristics include continuity editing, the use of abundant emotional cues, and an emphasis on narrative clarity. The second characteristic, so-called intensified continuity [37], involves the use of techniques such as faster editing, extreme lens lengths, and more mobile camerawork, to control the viewer’s attention and generate “a keen moment-to-moment anticipation” [37, p. 24]. These qualities make such films well suited for a study of the constituents of film mood.

To choose the clips, we conducted a pilot study whose participants assessed 50 candidate clips, each from a different film, by their mood. Based on these assessments, we chose 42 of the candidate clips for the actual study. We also included eight additional clips for a final 50-clips set which met the following requirements:

- Even representation of film moods, genres, and production decades 1980–2010
- All the scene types in Table I represented
- A different director and actors for each clip

The clipwise scene type classifications are given in Table IV. The set contained four mixed-location scenes, but we excluded

\[\text{http://www.imdb.com}\]
them from the scene-type-specific analysis because of their rarity. As such, each scene classification criterion split the set into two scene types (e.g. interior and exterior scenes).

The clips were obtained from high-definition sources where available and scaled to a maximum width of 960 pixels for presentation. Dialogue volume levels were again normalized.

2) Participants: Forty-two participants (21 women, 21 men, \( \mu_{\text{age}} = 27.6 \) years, \( \sigma_{\text{age}} = 6.2 \) years, age range: 23–48) took part in the study. We required self-reported fluency in English of the participants since the film clips were again shown in English without subtitles.

3) Design and procedure: The participants were split into two groups: group A (10 men, 10 women) and group B (11 men, 11 women). To counter any potential rating bias caused by the viewing order of the clips, group A viewed them in the order given in Table IV, and group B viewed them in reverse order.

The study was carried out in a movie theater in a two-hour session. At the beginning of the session, the participants were given a tutorial on the assessments, including a practice assessment. They then viewed and assessed each film clip in turn. The participants had 35 seconds to assess each clip, which was deemed sufficient based on the pilot study.

For each clip, the participants first assessed its mood in terms of HT, EA, and TA. Based on the results of Study 1 (Section VII-A), we used the direct assessment method here.

After the mood assessment, the participants assessed the clip’s style in terms of four attributes: brightness (from “dark” to “bright”), colorfulness (from “colorless” to “colorful”), loudness (from “quiet” to “loud”), and fast-pacedness (from “slow” to “fast”). We chose the attributes based on the results of our previous study [22], in which we found the attributes to exhibit good inter-rater agreement and to be related to dimensions of film mood. Each attribute was assessed on a discrete scale from 1 to 5. The participants were again instructed to use the full width of the scales. Since the clip set did not contain any black-and-white or silent material, the participants were asked to use the low ends of the colorfulness and loudness scales to designate modest use of color and sound. In all other respects they were allowed to interpret the attributes freely.

**C. Benchmark data**

To allow other researchers to compare their methods with our results and further develop computational methods of mood estimation, we have made the data collected in Study 2 publicly available at http://research.ics.aalto.fi/cbir/data/. The data set contains the collected mood and style ratings, 14,700 (film, participant, attribute) triplets in all. For each clip, the data set also contains the scene’s timecode, total duration, shot durations, frame-by-frame locations of characters, dialogue contents and timecodes, music timecodes, as well as the values of our computational features (Sections VI-A and VI-B).

Most other public sets of affective video content assessments (e.g. [38], [39]) are based on clips from amateur videos that can be freely distributed online. However, results based on such material do not necessarily generalize to mainstream content. Our data set, being based on mainstream film clips, should be more broadly applicable to popular content. The set is expected to facilitate the development and evaluation of computational descriptors of film style and mood.

**VI. METHODS**

A. **Low-level computational features**

In our analysis of the correlations between the computational features and the mood ratings, we tested low-level features related to each of the four assessed stylistic attributes:
brightness and colorfulness (Section VI-A1), loudness (Section VI-A2), and fastness (Sections VI-A3–VI-A5).

1) Brightness and color features: As estimates of the clips’ brightness and colorfulness, we computed their average lightness and saturation values using the MATLAB function rgb2hsf⁶. We first computed the average value for each frame and then averaged the values across frames. We also computed the average shadow proportion value, defined, following [40], as the proportion of values below 18% of maximum lightness.

2) Audio features: As estimates of the loudness of the clips, we computed their root mean square (RMS) and Loudness Units relative to Full Scale (LUFS) [41] values. We computed the former using the mirrms function of the MATLAB MIR Toolbox (v1.6.1) [32] and the latter using Adobe Audition, using each clip’s full audio track as input in both cases.

3) Shot duration: As a first estimate of the fastness of the clips, we computed their average shot durations. We first determined the frame positions of the shot boundaries in each clip and then computed the clipwise average of the durations between the boundaries. Though automatic shot boundary detection is often considered a solved technical problem [42], for the purpose of testing the feasibility of the shot duration feature in mood estimation, we annotated the shot boundaries manually for maximal accuracy. We computed both the mean and median shot duration for each clip.

4) Pixel motion: We also computed two other estimates of fastness based on the motion between consecutive frames. In the first of these, pixel motion, we computed the average pixel motion in each clip with the optical flow algorithm. We used the MATLAB function optic_flow_sand contained in the “High accuracy optical flow” implementation⁷ of the Particle Video method [43]. We computed the optical flow for each frame pair, excluding pairs that crossed a shot boundary (as determined for the shot duration feature). For each frame pair, the algorithm produced two matrices of size $h \times w$, containing the horizontal ($u$) and vertical ($v$) components of the pixelwise motion between the two frames. From these, we obtained a scalar optical flow value $f_{OF}$ for each frame pair by computing the mean of the Euclidean distances spanned by the $u$ and $v$ components (i.e. the absolute values of the pixelwise $uv$ motion vectors):

$$f_{OF} = \frac{1}{h \times w} \sum_{y=1}^{h} \sum_{x=1}^{w} \sqrt{u_{xy}^2 + v_{xy}^2}$$

We then computed the clipwise average of all the $f_{OF}$ values to obtain a single scalar pixel motion value for each clip. To account for the different aspect ratios between clips, we normalized the clipwise values by dividing them by the length of the clip’s diagonal in pixels.

5) Character movement: It has been empirically shown that characters are highly predictive of film viewers’ attention [27]. Therefore, as a second motion-based estimate of the clips’ fastness, we computed the movement of the characters in them.

We first manually tracked the location of each character’s head using Adobe After Effects. Though automatic face detection [44] and recognition [45] algorithms are available, we again sought to use maximally accurate data to test the feature, and thus performed the annotation manually. We included all the characters that were clearly visible in the shot and/or took part in the events depicted, but excluded background extras. We gave a unique identifier to each character that appeared in more than one shot, using “nil” for incidental characters.

We then computed the shotwise movement of each character by adding up the framewise scalar movements of the character’s head within the shot, and then averaged out these values across shots and characters to obtain a scalar character movement value for each clip. As with the pixel motion metric, we normalized the values by dividing them by the length of the clip’s diagonal in pixels. Since we used scalars, and not vectors, in computing the shotwise mask movement, the values do not reflect the average displacement of the characters, but rather their average total movement within shots, regardless of direction or change in position.

B. High-level computational features

We also tested each of the four high-level features mentioned in Section III-B. These features estimated the emotional content of three aspects of the clips: faces, dialogue, and music (Sections VI-B1, VI-B2, and VI-B3, respectively).

1) Face emotion: We estimated the characters’ emotional expressions using the Microsoft Cognitive Services Emotion API. We extracted a still image of each character’s head at 12-frame intervals (two images per second), resulting in a set of 14 285 input images from 49 clips (all except clip 50, which had no visible faces).

The Emotion API produced results for 3424 images (24% of the set). Each result was a set of eight emotion scores for each of the analyzed emotions. In cases where there were multiple results for a single character in a given shot, we averaged these out to have at most one set of values for each character in each shot. This process resulted in 0–47 sets of values per clip ($\mu = 14.38$, $\sigma = 10.39$). From these, we computed the clipwise average for each emotion. The resulting features are named according to their respective emotions, e.g. “face anger”, “face happiness”, etc.

2) Dialogue emotion: We estimated the emotions expressed in the dialogue in the clips using the Stanford CoreNLP sentiment analysis (v3.5.2) and IBM Watson Tone Analyzer tools. We ran the analysis for all 44 clips that contained dialogue, including both dialogue and non-dialogue scenes.

We first manually transcribed the dialogue contents of each clip. Here, too, the process could also be carried out automatically [46], but for our feature-testing purposes we again sought to use the most accurate data available. After transcribing the dialogue contents, we processed them for analysis by expanding all contractions (e.g. “it’s” $\rightarrow$ “it is”, “gonna” $\rightarrow$ “going to”) and spelling out all numbers (e.g. “32” $\rightarrow$ “thirty-two”). We stored each clip’s transcribed dialogue in a separate input text file.

With the sentiment analysis tool, we transformed the classifications of each clip’s individual sentences into numerical
values from –2 (very negative) to +2 (very positive) and computed the clipwise averages of these values. The resulting feature is named “dialogue sentiment”. With the emotion analysis of the Tone Analyzer tool, we used the whole-text emotion scores directly. The resulting features are named according to their respective emotions, e.g. “dialogue anger”, “dialogue joy”, etc.

3) Music emotion: We estimated the emotion expressed in the music in the clips using the function miremotion [33] of the MIR Toolbox [32]. We used version 1.3 of the toolbox, the recommended version for running the miremotion function. We ran the analysis for all 35 clips that contained music, including both music and non-music scenes.

For each clip, we used as input the manually extracted music-containing segments from the clip’s audio track. Though automatic music detection [12] could also be used, we again opted for manual classification for maximal accuracy. The algorithm estimated the emotion expressed in each clip’s music segments in terms of HT, EA, and TA. The resulting features are named “music-HT”, “music-EA”, and “music-TA”.

C. Analysis

In Study 1, we first compared the similarity of the mood ratings collected in the indirect and direct assessments using Pearson correlation, and their internal consistency using Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC), computed using a two-way random effects, single-measures model (ICC(2,1)) with the absolute agreement criterion [47]. We then analyzed the comparative influence of the narrative and stylistic attribute groups on the mood ratings based on their means across scene types, with confidence intervals (CI) reported at the 95% level.

In Study 2, we first compared the similarity of the mood ratings within each scene type pair (e.g. daytime and nighttime scenes). We assessed the normality of the rating distributions in each scene type using the Shapiro-Wilk test and found all the distributions to be non-normal at $p < 0.05$. We therefore compared the ratings using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, which does not require the data to be normally distributed. We ran the Mann-Whitney test using a Monte Carlo method with 10,000 samples.

We then looked for quantitative determinants of the mood ratings. Using Pearson correlation, we studied how the ratings correlated with the stylistic attributes and the computational features across all the clips as well as separately for each scene type. We reported only those correlations that were based on data from at least 10 clips, passed a Bonferroni correction at $\alpha = 0.01$, and had a moderate or large effect size ($|r| \geq 0.30$).

In all these computations, we considered only results significant at $p < 0.01$. We followed Cohen’s thresholds for $r$ effect size [48]: small ($|r| \geq 0.10$), moderate ($|r| \geq 0.30$), and large ($|r| \geq 0.50$). We followed Cicchetti’s categories for ICC effect size [49]: poor (ICC < 0.40), fair (ICC $\geq 0.40$), good (ICC $\geq 0.60$), and excellent (ICC $\geq 0.75$).

VII. RESULTS

A. Study 1: Indirect and direct mood assessment

The mood ratings given in the indirect and direct assessments were strongly correlated in terms of each dimension: for HT, $r(84) = 0.90$, $p < 0.001$; for EA, $r(84) = 0.89$, $p < 0.001$, and for TA, $r(84) = 0.87$, $p < 0.001$. They also had similarly high levels of internal consistency: for HT, ICC$_{\text{indirect}} = 0.83$ and ICC$_{\text{direct}} = 0.85$; for EA, ICC$_{\text{indirect}} = 0.75$ and ICC$_{\text{direct}} = 0.69$; and for TA, ICC$_{\text{indirect}} = 0.78$ and ICC$_{\text{direct}} = 0.65$. The results therefore answered the first research question in the affirmative and supported the feasibility of direct assessment of film mood.

B. Study 1: Narrative and stylistic attributes of film

We examined the influence of the four attribute groups on each mood dimension for all of the clips together, as well as separately for each scene type pair listed in Table I. We found the use of music to differentiate the comparative influence of the attribute groups on each dimension, as shown in Figure 1.

The results for the music scenes (Figure 1(a)) resembled those for all the clips together. Here, all three mood dimensions exhibited a similar order of influence, with speech having a much lesser influence on the mood ratings than the three other attribute groups. However, with the non-music scenes (Figure 1(b)), all four attribute groups had a similar influence on the EA and TA ratings, while events had a much greater influence on the HT ratings than the other attribute groups.

These results suggest, first, that the events depicted in a scene are generally important in terms of mood. Second, they imply that in music scenes, style is as important as the events
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dialogue scenes, but in the opposite direction: the non-dialogue scenes (Figure 2(h)) exhibited a flat HT distribution that covered the entire range of values, while the dialogue scenes (Figure 2(i)) had a Gaussian rating distribution.

However, since there was overlap between the scene types (e.g. some music scenes were also non-dialogue scenes), we investigated the individual contributions of the two sound types, dialogue and music, on the rating distributions in more detail. We split both the music and non-music scenes into two subtypes: those that were also non-dialogue scenes, and those that were also dialogue scenes. The HT rating distributions of these subtypes are shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c) (top row) for the music scene subtypes, and Figures 2(e) and 2(f) (middle row) for the non-music scene subtypes.

Two of the subtypes, music / dialogue scenes (Figure 2(c)) and non-music / non-dialogue scenes (Figure 2(e)), contained a low number of clips (four and six, respectively). These scene types are understandably rare, since most scenes in mainstream films contain either music or dialogue, and when both are present, the other tends to assume a dominant role so that the two sound types do not compete for the viewers’ attention. In any case, because of the low number of clips, we cannot draw definitive conclusions about these subtypes. We can, however, discuss the other two subtypes, music / non-dialogue scenes (Figure 2(b), 25 clips) and non-music / dialogue scenes (Figure 2(f), 15 clips), with more confidence.

The subtype distributions revealed that the music / non-dialogue scenes (Figure 2(b)) – that is, scenes in which the soundtrack was dominated by music – had a similarly flat HT rating distribution as the set of all music scenes (Figure 2(a)). This characteristic distinguished the subtype from the non-music / dialogue scenes (Figure 2(f)); that is, scenes in which the soundtrack was dominated by dialogue. The dialogue-dominated scenes had a Gaussian HT rating distribution, just like the set of all non-music scenes (Figure 2(d)). In other words, the scenes dominated by music seemed to be just as likely to feature extreme HT ratings as neutral ratings, while extreme HT ratings were rare in the scenes dominated by dialogue. The participants were also in greater agreement about their HT ratings in the case of the music-dominated scenes (ICC$_{HT, music / non-dialogue}$ = 0.77) than the dialogue-dominated scenes (ICC$_{HT, non-music / dialogue}$ = 0.58). In other words, the music-dominated scenes exhibited more between-clip variance but less between-participant variance in terms of HT.

In an answer to the third research question, the scene types did not notably differentiate the mood ratings in terms of mean ratings, but did differentiate them in terms of their distribution shapes. In particular, the music-dominated scenes and dialogue-dominated scenes had distinctive mood profiles in terms of HT: the mood of the music-dominated scenes was likely to be anything from extremely negative to extremely positive, while the mood of the dialogue-dominated scenes tended to be more muted.

D. Study 2: Determinants of mood ratings

Pearson correlations between the mood ratings and the human-rated stylistic attributes as well as the computational features are shown for all the scene types in Tables VI (setting-based classification) and VII (sound-based classification). Both tables first list the correlations with the stylistic attributes, then the low-level features, and lastly, the high-level features.

The shot duration (Section VI-A3) correlations listed in the tables were computed using the median shot duration, which performed better than the mean. Also, the only face emotion feature (Section VI-B1) included in the tables is the happiness feature (“face happiness”) since it was the only one to produce meaningful results. For the same reason, the only included Tone Analyzer dialogue emotion feature (Section VI-B2) is the joy feature (“dialogue joy”).

Looking first at the correlations between the human-rated stylistic attributes and the mood ratings in Tables VI and VII, we notice that the HT and TA ratings were not related to the stylistic attributes in the general case (all 50 clips): all the correlations were small except for the one between colorfulness and HT, and even this correlation was not reflected with all the scene types. The EA ratings, however, produced large or moderate correlations with the loudness and fastness attributes in the general case as well as with each individual scene type. We also found a general trend in terms of the scene types: all the EA correlations were stronger with the external and daytime scenes than the interior and nighttime scenes.

The results were similar with the low-level computational features: the HT and TA ratings produced almost exclusively small correlations, whereas the EA ratings produced quite a few moderate and large correlations. Interestingly, the saturation feature completely failed to reflect the aforementioned colorfulness–HT correlation, suggesting that a more sophisticated computational correlate of this attribute is needed. On the other hand, in the case of EA, the large correlations with loudness and fastness were reflected in the correlations with audio RMS and loudness, and pixel motion and character movement, respectively. All these features produced moderate or large correlations with the EA ratings in the general case as well as with each scene type in the sound-based classification. Of the two audio features, audio loudness fared slightly better than audio RMS; in fact, its correlation matched that of the perceptual loudness attribute. Of the two motion features, character movement fared slightly better, though the features’ performances were mostly similar. Also, as expected, shorter shot durations (i.e. faster editing tempo) did correlate with greater EA ratings in the general case. Still, the shot duration feature was consistently outperformed by both of the two motion features. Overall, as with the perceptual attributes, almost all the correlations between the low-level features and the EA ratings were stronger with the external and daytime scenes. They were also uniformly stronger with the non-dialogue and music scenes than the dialogue and non-music scenes, respectively.

The high-level features complemented the low-level features exactly, correlating strongly with the HT and TA ratings and poorly with the EA ratings. In the general case, all six high-level features produced moderate correlations with the HT ratings, and four of them (face happiness, dialogue joy, music-EA, and music-TA) also with the TA ratings. Face happiness performed the best overall, producing moderate or large corre-
and TA ratings. Interestingly, dialogue joy performed better with the non-dialogue scenes than the dialogue scenes. The TA correlations of both features were negative, indicating a relation between negative dialogue contents and a tense mood.

The three music emotion features correlated well with both HT and TA overall, though we could not assess their performance with the dialogue and non-music scenes due to an insufficient number of clips. Interestingly, each feature correlated with two mood dimensions: all three features correlated with the HT ratings, music-HT also correlated with the EA ratings, and both music-EA and music-TA also correlated with the HT

In the general case, the dialogue sentiment feature correlated well with the HT ratings and dialogue joy with both the HT and TA ratings. Interestingly, dialogue joy performed better with all mood dimensions and scene types except one (HT, interior scenes). This is an understandable result since practically all film scenes contain faces, but not all contain dialogue or music. The face happiness feature’s correlations were positive with HT and negative with TA, indicating, quite understandably, that happy faces were associated with a positive mood and a lack of happy faces with a tense mood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute / feature</th>
<th>Hedonic tone</th>
<th>Energetic arousal</th>
<th>Tense arousal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorfulness</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastness</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightness</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow prop.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio RMS</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music-HT</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shot duration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel motion</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char. movement</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face happiness</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial. sentiment</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial. joy</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music-EA</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music-TA</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

int = interior scenes, ext = exterior scenes, day = daytime scenes, night = nighttime scenes. Only correlations significant at p < 0.01 after Bonferroni correction and based on data from at least 10 clips are listed. Moderate and large correlations (|r| ≥ 0.30) are in boldface.
and TA ratings. This complementary behavior also occurred with scene types: though the correlations between music-HT and the HT ratings were not significant with the interior and nighttime scenes, music-TA produced the strongest of all the HT rating correlations with just these scene types.

In an answer to the fourth research question, the results showed that the EA dimension was associated more strongly with specific stylistic attributes and their corresponding low-level features, whereas HT and TA were associated more strongly with high-level features related to emotional expression in faces, dialogue, and music. Our test of the general performance of the two feature types in linear regression models supported this finding (Table VIII): of models constructed with either low- or high-level features as covariates, the former performed better with EA, and the latter with both HT and TA. Understandably, models containing both types of features performed best with each mood dimension.

### VIII. Discussion

The results provide insight into film mood assessment, the influence of narrative and style on mood, and the use of scene classification and high-level features in mood estimation. The implications of the study’s main findings are discussed below.

The similarity between the mood ratings produced by the direct and indirect assessment methods indicates that film mood is an intuitive concept to viewers and that indirect assessment is not required for accurate results. This result allows future assessments to be conducted in a more streamlined fashion, which should facilitate the collection of ground-truth mood data for the computational estimation of film affect. With the two arousal dimensions, though, indirect assessment exhibited slightly greater inter-rater agreement. This is understandable since the energeticness and tenseness of mood are less familiar concepts than positiveness. A single arousal scale, from low to high arousal, would probably be more intuitive, but would also result in the loss of the additional information provided by two arousal dimensions, as we have previously shown [22]. In all, the strong correlations between the two assessment methods across each dimension suggest that direct assessment of a three-dimensional representation of film mood is feasible.

Our analysis of the influence of various attribute groups on film mood confirmed a certain primacy of narrative attributes; the events depicted in the scene are always crucial in terms of its mood. Of course, the narrative and stylistic aspects of a film are always intertwined [15] – put simply, style affects how events are perceived. Still, the result does serve as empirical support for the view that in narrative film, the on-screen action itself takes on an affective quality [10]. This phenomenon was further illustrated by the strong correlations we found between the HT and TA ratings and computational features related to such narrative attributes as acting (face happiness) and dialogue (dialogue sentiment, dialogue joy).

In light of our results on the mood rating distributions across scene types, dialogue-dominated scenes do not appear to be as likely to feature extremely negative or positive moods as music-dominated scenes. Dialogue is certainly often used to express and elicit emotions [29] in film, just like music is, but if we consider dialogue only in terms of its prominence in a scene, regardless of its content or tone, it becomes possible to see how it may actually be associated most commonly with muted moods. If film music serves to make the emotional content of a scene more salient [50], then dialogue, insofar as its primary purpose is to communicate information relevant to the narrative [29], can be seen to have an opposite effect, accentuating cognitive aspects of the scene over affective ones.

The increased likelihood of extreme moods in music-dominated scenes is unlikely to be caused by music alone, though. Rather, keeping in mind the tendency for aesthetic and affective coherence in mainstream film, i.e. the simultaneous use of several audiovisual cues to achieve a “unified and coherent” mood [51, p. 157], the effect is likely to be the result of many concurrent stylistic factors. In other words, prominent music is most commonly used in scenes that also utilize other elements of style, such as shot compositions, camera movement, and editing, for aesthetic and emotional expression. Indeed, our result regarding the greater influence of both visual and auditory style on the mood of music scenes supports this very idea. Still, film scenes are easier to classify based on the prominence of dialogue and music than many other stylistic attributes (Section IV-B), and automatic sound type classification has previously been shown to be feasible [12], [52]. Also, in the current study we found high-level features targeting the emotional expression in dialogue and music to be closely related to film mood. Sound-based scene classification may therefore prove useful as a practical way to classify film scenes by their affective expression.

Setting-based classification also showed promise in the current study: the correlations between the EA ratings and the computational features were stronger with the external and daytime scenes. Indeed, it is understandable that the lesser physical constraints of exterior scenes in particular would allow for a wider range of stylistic expression in terms of loudness and fastness, which were most closely associated with the EA ratings here. Overall, the results encourage future studies on computational film mood estimation to consider the use of both setting- and sound-based scene classification.

The correlations indicate that low-level features alone cannot estimate all three mood dimensions. On the other hand, high-level features related to aspects of emotional expression turned out to be most useful, in most cases exceeding even the human-rated stylistic attributes in terms of their correlations with the HT and TA ratings. While we cannot say how closely these features would match with corresponding human ratings (e.g. perceived face happiness), their sheer number of strong correlations with mood ratings suggests that the

### TABLE VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level features</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-level features</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level &amp; high-level features</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
emotions expressed in faces, dialogue, and music influence a film scene’s overall valence and tenseness.

With regard to faces, the result indicates that the valence of a film scene is often reflected in the valence of its characters. This finding supports the theory that mainstream cinema strives for coherence, wherein the characters, dialogue, and stylistic devices work together to establish a coherent mood [10]. Also, the fact that TA ratings were related to a lack of detected happy faces, but not to an abundance of sad faces, suggests that a lack of expressed happiness is a characteristic of tense scenes, though it could also be explained by smiles being easier to detect computationally. In any case, using the clip’s audio track to guide the selection of frames to analyze for facial expressions [53] might improve the performance of the face emotion features. For example, errors caused by mouth movements during speech could be avoided by analyzing the facial expressions only in non-dialogue segments.

The strong performance of the dialogue features indicates that text-based sentiment analysis, which has found many applications in such contexts as social media, news, and commerce [54], can also be effectively used for film affect analysis. A future study could utilize recent deep-learning-based multimodal fusion techniques (e.g. [55]) in order to incorporate accompanying information such as facial expressions, body language, and intonation into the analysis.

Lastly, the strong correlations of each music emotion feature with two distinct mood dimensions could be a reflection of the emotional coherence of mainstream film music, e.g. in the sense that the music in positive film scenes tends to be not just positive, but also energetic. This explanation is supported by the fact that film music is rarely consciously attended to by viewers and needs simplicity and clarity to come across through the film’s other narrative and stylistic attributes [56].

Together, these speculations amount to a call for further study of the perceptual relations between a film scene’s individual aspects of emotional expression and its overall mood. At the same time, our results indicate that the computational estimation of film affect can benefit from scene type classification and the use of high-level features. A follow-up study could investigate which combination of low- and high-level features would work best in a mood prediction model, or whether deep learning methods should be favored instead to avoid relying on individual features that may not apply to all types of content. Alternatively, a combination of the two approaches might lead to best results, as suggested recently by [57].

IX. Conclusions

We conducted a study on the quantitative determinants of film mood. We found that direct assessment of mood in terms of three dimensions – hedonic tone (HT), energetic arousal (EA), and tense arousal (TA) – produced similar ratings as the more elaborate indirect assessment, indicating that it is a feasible assessment method. We also found that the film scenes in which music played a more prominent role exhibited more extreme moods in terms of valence, as well as a stronger influence of visual and auditory style on all three mood dimensions. Both setting- and sound-based scene classification brought out differences in the correlations of mood ratings with stylistic attributes and computational features. Lastly, the low- and high-level computational features complemented each other: the style-based low-level features correlated well only with the EA ratings, while the state-of-the-art high-level features correlated well with both the HT and TA ratings.

The results indicate that studies on affective content in film would benefit from taking the distinctions between scene types into account. In a promising finding in terms of computational estimation of affect, features that estimate loudness and motion (in the case of EA) and face happiness (in the case of HT and TA) appear to perform well with various scene types.
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